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ABSTRACT: To include the effect of aircraft plume processes (effective emissions indices) in large 
scale chemistry transport models and climate-chemistry models, the instantaneous dispersion (ID) 
and single-plume (SD) approaches exist. We use the box model SPIDER to evaluate these two con-
cepts. Its simplified NOx-O3 chemistry parameterises only the most relevant non-linear processes. 
SPIDER simulations for varying NOx background reveal the largest difference between ID and SP 
approaches in clean-air conditions. For a NOx background of ~0.2 nmol mol-1, the ID and SP ap-
proaches result in aviation-induced O3 changes of opposite signs. Hence, this transition regime may 
require more attention in plume parameterisations applied in global atmospheric models. 

1 MOTIVATION 

Emissions from aircraft impact on global climate (cf. Brasseur et al., 1998; IPCC, 1999; Sausen 
et al., 2005). They are usually implemented in General Circulation Models (CGM) or Chemistry 
Transport Models (CTM) by an instantaneous dispersion of emitted matter over the large-scale grid 
boxes. Following Petry et al. (1998), this is called the instantaneous dispersion (ID) approach. The 
ID approach neglects non-linear chemical conversion processes in the evolving single plume. To re-
solve these by a plume model is called the single plume, or SP approach. However, detailed SP 
chemical modelling is computationally too demanding, both for more complex principle studies of 
plume-plume interactions, and for operational implementation in large-scale models. 
To improve the ID approach in GCMs, Effective Emission Indices (EEIs) can be used (e.g., Möll-
hoff, 1996; Petry et al., 1998). These, and several other approaches to the problem, e.g., by Meijer 
et al. (1997), Meijer (2001), Karol et al. (1997, 2000), Kraabøl et al. (2000), Kraabøl and Stordal 
(2000) and Franke et al. (2008) applied detailed chemistry schemes. A simplified model was pre-
sented and validated by Dotzek and Sausen (2007) to evaluate various EEI concepts, and to perform 
studies of multi-plume interactions. This paper aims to (1) to apply this box model with simplified 
chemistry, the SPIDER (SP-ID Emission Relations) model, to various NOx backgrounds and (2) to 
identify those NOx background concentrations where the application of a more sophisticated single-
plume approach yields results different from instantaneous dispersion approach. 

2 MODEL DESIGN 

In this study we use the SPIDER model which is a box model applying a simplified scheme for non-
linear ozone production by aircraft NOx emissions at cruise altitude. Motivated by the work by 
Petry et al. (1998) who applied a detailed chemistry scheme, we aim at computing plume dilution, 
and comparing of ID and SP results using a computationally efficient box model with greatly sim-
plified chemistry. The resulting SPIDER model avoids explicit solution of the chemical rate equa-
tions. Chemistry enters the equations only in parameterized form by “dynamic forcing” terms, and 
the only species considered are NOx and O3. The model is described in more detail by Dotzek and 
Sausen (2007). The objectives were to apply the validated SPIDER model to multiple plume inter-
actions or varying background NOx fields, and to eventually evaluate different EEI approaches. 
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2.1 SPIDER model setup 

The main process to be covered by the SPIDER model is the non-linear production of O3 by aircraft 
NOx emissions at cruise altitude. Hence, the system of equations includes only these two species. 
The physical processes which are to be explicitly included in and resolved by the model within a 
typical GCM grid box volume are a) the emission of NOx inside the GCM box, SNOx, b) non-linear 
production of ozone, PO3, and c) the decay of the NOx and O3 fields by conversion to reservoir spe-
cies. For treatment of the SP approach, additionally the background (outer domain, superscript o) 
and plume fields (inner domain, superscript i) have to be integrated separately, and the entrainment 
of background matter by turbulent mixing at the growing-plume boundary enters the budget equa-
tions as another individual term. 
As the SPIDER model equations are formulated for the plume dispersion regime (the far-field solu-
tion), they cannot resolve initial titration, which is a near-field plume process. The initial ozone 
level in the plume must be lowered slightly compared to the background state to provide the proper 
initialisation values for the early dispersion regime. Eqs. (1-4) specify the budget equations for the 
ID and SP concepts. Following the convention we denote extensive quantities by upper-case ([NOx] 
= mol, [O3] = mol) and intensive quantities by lower-case letters ([nox] = nmol mol-1). Parameterisa-
tion of photochemical ozone production PO3 applied for both approaches is presented below. 

2.1.1 ID budget equations 
In the following equations for instantaneous dispersion, dt denotes the temporal derivative d/dt: 
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The reference background state without aircraft emissions follows for SNOx   0. The decay, or con-
version of NOx and O3 to reservoir species, is modelled as an exponential decay with fixed half-
time periods  (NOx = 10 days, O3 = 30 days, cf. Köhler and Sausen, 1994).  

2.1.2 SP budget equations 
In the single-plume equations, each species must be treated with one budget equation for the plume 
(superscript i) and the background (superscript o). As the box model reference volume is one GCM 
grid box, the computation of entrainment in Eqs. (3-4) is terminated as soon as the plume volume Vi 
is equal to the reference volume VGCM. 
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Eq. (3a) encompasses the case a fresh aircraft plume being emitted along the axis of an aged plume 
from another aircraft earlier on (cf. Kraabøl and Stordal, 2000; Dotzek and Sausen, 2007). 

2.2 Parameterisation of PO3(nox) terms 

As treated in detail by, e.g., Johnson and Rohrer (1995), Brasseur et al. (1996), Grooß et al. (1998), 
and Meilinger et al. (2001), the production of ozone does not only depend on NOx concentrations, 
but is a highly variable function of other species like O3 itself, H2O, CO, hydrocarbons, state vari-
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ables p, and T, and the actinic flux J. A perfect parameterisation in this multidimensional phase 
space is impossible, and likely has prevented earlier simplified chemistry studies of plume dilution. 
However, the objective in developing the SPIDER model was to allow for principal studies of 
plume dilution, plume interaction, and methods to derive EEIs. A parameterisation of O3 production 
as a function of nitrogen oxides for some typical atmospheric conditions at cruise altitude following 
the data presented in the literature is possible. Aside from the NOx concentration, also the solar ele-
vation angle must be taken into account, in order to capture the diurnal cycle of photochemical 
ozone production. This non-linear production of ozone as a function of the ambient NOx concentra-
tions was parameterised by Dotzek and Sausen (2007) for the SPIDER model Eqs. (2) and (4), 
evaluating five different parameterisations of which curve D from the Brasseur et al. (1996) data 
was selected in the SPIDER model. It includes effects of the diurnal cycle, while the other curves 
are very similar in shape, and their variation comes mainly from different ambient chemical condi-
tions. Note the non-linearity, or rather non-monotonicity, of all PO3 curves. Low and very high NOx 
concentrations are characterized by ozone depletion, while the peak ozone production is found in 
the range of 0.15 to 0.27 nmol mol-1. The similarity of the curves in the upper troposphere gives us 
confidence that the SPIDER parameterisation of PO3 is adequate for principal process studies. 

2.3 Experimental model set-up  

We perform a case study of ozone formation by an aircraft plume at about 10 km cruising altitude. 
This setting is similar to the original model cases of Möllhoff (1996) and was also used by Dotzek 
and Sausen (2007) to validate the SPIDER model. Without wind shear or cross-plume wind compo-
nents, the exhaust of a typical B747 airplane is emitted as a line-source at 0800 LST (local solar 
time) in a VGCM = 50 x 50 x 1 km3 reference volume. Ambient conditions are mid-latitude summer, 
T = 218 K and p = 236 hPa (about 10 km above see level, ASL) in the North Atlantic flight corri-
dor. The initial average values of NOx and O3 in the plume are chosen to be representative of the 
early dispersion regime (about 100 s after emission): for NOx, 2.97 nmol mol-1 and for O3 196.5 
nmol mol-1 (Petry et al., 1998). Linear Gaussian plume growth is specified, so after tref = 18 h of di-
lution, the plume volume becomes equal to the reference volume VGCM. The SPIDER model runs 
were performed for NOx background concentrations of 0.05, 0.075, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2 and 3 
nmol mol-1, respectively. These cover the range from clean-air to strongly polluted environments. 

3 RESULTS FOR VARYING BACKGROUND NOX 

In order to compare individual approaches for above model cases the temporal evolution of aircraft-
induced O3 change is presented as absolute values and per kilometre plume length along the flight 
path. Fig. 1 shows results for 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 and 1 nmol mol-1 NOx backgrounds. During the first few 
minutes after plume emission aircraft-induced ozone change is characterised by ozone titration 
within the plume due to very high NOx concentration under all NOx background conditions. 

Both for the absolute change in O3 and the change per kilometre flight path, it becomes obvious 
that the largest differences between the ID and SP approaches materialise for clean-air ambient 
conditions, that is, for NOx background concentrations of less than about 0.1 nmol mol-1. After an 
initial ozone titration in SP simulations, ozone production during the early phase (up to several 
hours) is higher in SP simulations, compared to ID calculations. More than 12 hours after emissions 
this changes, and finally ozone production in SP simulations is lower than in ID calculations. 
For strongly polluted environments (1, 2, 3 nmol mol-1, latter two not shown), the ID and SP simu-
lations yield essentially identical results at the time when the plume attains the same volume as the 
GCM grid box. Interestingly, a transition regime can be identified for NOx backgrounds of about 
0.2 nmol mol-1, in which the ozone productions of the ID and SP approaches at t = tref are small, but 
have opposite signs. Here, during 24 hours after emission, the SP approach leads to a small net de-
struction of O3, while the ID approach leads to ozone production with a magnitude considerably 
larger than the destruction evaluated from the SP approach. This opposite sign of ozone change be-
tween SP and ID approach prevails from 4 hours after emission onward. 
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Figure 1. Aircraft-induced O3 change as absolute change (left panels) and change per kilometre plume length 
along the flight path (right panels) compared to the background state for ID (solid) and SP simulations (dot-
ted). Background NOx concentrations increase from top to bottom: (a, b) 0.05 nmol mol-1, (c, d) 0.1 
nmol mol-1, (e, f) 0.2 nmol mol-1, and (g, h) 1 nmol mol-1, Emission time was 0800 LST and after 18 h, the 
plume volume equals the GCM box volume (dashed line). 
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4 DISCUSSION 

Depending on NOx background concentrations, substantial differences between ID and SP ap-
proaches can occur. Differences in O3 change observed in our results indicate that in the clean-air 
regime (below 0.1 nmol mol-1) both ID and SP ozone productions are positive and show their larg-
est absolute spreads. In the transition regime (~0.2 nmol mol-1), an opposite sign can be observed 
between ID and SP approaches from several hours after emission on. This pattern prevails even af-
ter 18 hours of plume expansion to full GCM box volume. For more polluted regions, however, 
with NOx backgrounds well above 0.2 nmol mol-1, the ID and SP approaches yield increasingly 
similar results. Hence, for such conditions which can be found in the North Atlantic flight corridor, 
an ID approach may still be adequate and least time-consuming for application in GCMs or CTMs. 
Under clean-air conditions and in the transition regime, use of an ID approach would yield substan-
tial differences from a more detailed SP approach, overestimating aviation-induced O3 changes. 

The simplifications made in the SPIDER model equations require some more discussion. The 
basic plume dilution processes were shown to be well-represented by Dotzek and Sausen (2007), in 
part even quantitatively. Some details are missing in the model which would require the complete 
set of chemical reactions – or an improved description of either the plume growth (being linear only 
on average, cf. Schumann et al., 1998) or the actinic flux in the PO3 term. Nonlinear plume growth 
already has been implemented as an option in the model, but to facilitate comparison to the Dotzek 
and Sausen (2007) results, it was not considered here. Our model set-up does not include a typical 
diurnal cycle. For the parametric functions of PO3, a curve was selected from Brasseur et al. (1996) 
including a diurnal cycle. Future SPIDER versions will include a typical diurnal variation of these 
time scales, but this is a second-order effect with little consequence here. 

For multi-plume interactions (Dotzek and Sausen, 2007), the net effect on the difference between 
ID and SP approaches critically depends on the age of the primary plume (and hence its NOx and O3 
concentrations). Our present study with NOx background variations across the whole GCM grid 
box, however, showed a consistent trend. The need for a more sophisticated description of plume 
processes in GCMs sets in at NOx backgrounds of about 0.2 nmol mol-1, first with a disparity of the 
signs of the (small) O3 productions, and then with increasing magnitude for less polluted regions. 

The inclusion of plume effects in the dispersion modelling of pollutants is not only relevant in 
aviation at cruise altitude, but also near the ground (Uphoff, 2008; Galmarini et al., 2008), for land 
transport (Ganev et al., 2008) and shipping (Franke et al., 2008). Several parameterisations to in-
clude these effects in mesoscale or general circulation models have been proposed recently. Cariolle 
et al. (2009) specifically addressed aircraft NOx emissions in a similar setting as in out present pa-
per. They track the plume air with NOx concentrations above 1 nmol mol-1 by introducing a “fuel 
tracer” and a characteristic lifetime into their budget equations. Their detailed parameterisation con-
firms our results: Taking into account the plume processes consistently lowers the estimates of air-
craft-induced O3 production at cruise altitude in parts of the North Atlantic flight corridor. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

Applying the SPIDER box model for various NOx background concentrations illustrated: 
- The largest differences between the ID and SP approaches occur for clean-air ambient condi-

tions, that is, for NOx background concentrations of less than about 0.1 nmol mol-1; 
- For strongly polluted environments, the ID and SP simulations yield essentially identical results 

at the time when the plume attains the same volume as the GCM grid box; 
- A transition regime can be identified for NOx backgrounds of about 0.2 nmol mol-1 in which 

the ozone productions of the ID and SP approaches after 18 h are small, but have opposite signs.  
- It appears necessary to also consider this transition regime in parameterisations of the ozone 

production by aircraft NOx emissions at cruise altitude, in addition to the clean-air regime. 
Future work will encompass simulations for a wider range of likely environmental conditions at 
cruise altitude to assess the robustness of our findings. 
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ABSTRACT: A HNO3-forming channel of the HO2 + NO reaction recently found in laboratory 
measurements (Butkovskaya et al., 2005, 2007) may significantly alter the concentration of  HNO3, 
NOx, O3 and other trace gases in the tropopause region. This region is also significantly affected by 
air traffic NOx emissions. Cariolle et al. (2008) adopted a pressure- and temperature dependent 
parameterisation of the rate constant to assess the impact of the HO2 + NO -> HNO3 reaction on 
trace gas concentrations in a 2-D stratosphere-troposphere model, and a 3-D tropospheric chemical 
transport model. We implemented the parameterisation of Cariolle et al. (2008) into the 3-D strato-
sphere-troposphere chemistry-climate model ECHAM5 / MESSy. Here we present results of our 
test runs, in support of planned studies of the effects of aircraft emissions on atmospheric chemistry.   

1 BACKGROUND 

The concentration of ozone in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere region (UTLS) is 
mainly controlled by the reactive NOx and HOx cycles (figure 1).  

Figure 1. Major reactions in the UTLS involving ozone, methane NOx, NOy and HOx. Solid lines represent 
reservoir reactions, dotted lines show reaction paths of ozone production, dashed paths indicate ozone de-
struction, and dash dot is neutral with respect to ozone. 
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Aircraft NOx emissions peak in the UTLS. Considering gas phase chemistry, the NOx effect on 
ozone changes sign in the altitude range between about 12 and 18 km (Søvde et al., 2007). Below 
the tipping point, the ozone destructing NOx cycle is bypassed via peroxy radicals. NOx emissions 
lead to increased ozone production. Peroxy radicals and NO2 photolysis are less important at higher 
altitudes. There aircraft NOx emissions intensify the NOx cyle, enhancing ozone destruction. NOx 
may be removed from the system by heterogeneous reactions, but also by the recently discovered 
HNO3-forming channel of the HO2 + NO reaction (Butkovskaya et al., 2005, 2007): 

k1;     HO2 + NO → NO2 + OH (1) 

k2;     HO2 + NO → HNO3 (2) 

with the rate constants k1 and k2. 
The HO2 + NO conversion has been assumed to have a temperature-dependent rate constant (Sander 
et al., 2003), 
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with temperature T in [K]. In the following we study the effects of three different combinations of 
k1 and k2 on UTLS gas phase chemistry, extending the work of Cariolle et al. (2008). 

2 BASE MODEL 

We use the global chemistry-climate model ECHAM5 (Roeckner et al., 2003) / MESSy (Jöckel et 
al., 2006). Dynamics and chemistry are fully coupled. Our runs are based on the setup of Jöckel et 
al. (2006), but using MESSy version 1.6, with T42 / L90 resolution and the top layer centered at 
0.01 hPa. Gas phase chemistry was calculated with the MECCA1 chemistry module (Sander et al., 
2005), consistently from the surface to the stratosphere. However, the runs presented here were 
originally designed to find a parameterisation for correcting upper stratospheric chemistry in low 
resolution models. Therefore our chemical mechanism has full stratospheric complexity, but ne-
glects the NMHC, sulfur, and halogen families in the troposphere. The initial conditions correspond 
to January 1978 and we evaluated twelve months, starting November 1978.  
Figures 2a show the 12-month average of the zonal mean mixing ratios for HNO3, NOx and O3, in 
the base model, run A. Reaction 1 is included with 01 kk   (equation 3). The HNO3-forming chan-
nel (reaction 2) is ignored here, i.e. 02 k . 

3 EFFECTS OF THE HO2 + NO → HNO3 REACTION 

Simulation B differs to the base run just in k1 and k2: 
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Hence both reaction rates depend on temperature and pressure in this case. Equation 6 was proposed 
by Cariolle et al. (2008). It is based on an empirical fit to measurements and valid for dry condi-
tions, in the range 93 - 800 hPa and 223 - 298 K. They noted deviations from equation 6 for tem-
peratures above 298 K. 
Figures 2b show the differences d between run B and the base model. The results are noisy, because 
both runs, A and B, were dynamic. They had all couplings between chemistry and meteorology 
switched on. Running the ECHAM model in a chemistry transport mode would have been better 
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suited for our sensitivity runs B and C, but this option was not available. Given the exploratory na-
ture of this study, we believe the present approach is acceptable. Due to the different dynamics in 
both runs, a low background value in one model might coincidentally fall together with a high value 
in the other model. The biggest effects on HNO3, NOx and O3 correlate with rather small back-
ground mixing ratios. To filter out some noise, and to avoid random division by numbers close to 
zero, we normalized all values d by the locally highest background value: 

  %100
,max
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AB

vv

vv
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vA and vB are the zonal mean mixing ratios of the same species, in the base run and model B, re-
spectively. We get similar variations to the base model as Cariolle et al. (2008). They show results 
for March only. However, in another attempt to reduce noise, we evaluated 12 months instead of 
just March. Results for March display a similar pattern as the yearly mean, in our runs. 
Inclusion of the HNO3 forming channel results in a general HNO3 increase, prompting an overall 
NOx decrease. As expected, ozone correlates with NOx variations below ≈12 km, while there is an-
ticorrelation above ≈18 km.  
Cariolle et al. (2008) applied equation 6 up to an altitude of 30 km, although it is only based on 
measurements for pressures corresponding to an altitude of about 15 km. Therefore we did not ex-
pect any problems for lower pressures and applied equation 6 up to 0.01 hPa (39 km). Similar to 
Cariolle et al. (2008), we get a locally pronounced HNO3 increase about 15 km over the equator, 
followed by a region of smaller effects and another increase from 25 km upwards. However, in our 
model we note the biggest relative HNO3 increase above 30 km. It remains unclear if this effect is 
real, an artefact due to the extrapolation of equation 6, or due to the very low background concen-
tration in that altitude.  

Figure 2: (a) Annual mean values of the zonal average concentrations of HNO3, NOx and O3 in base run A, 
without HO2 + NO →  HNO3 reaction; (b) Run B: deviations from A after inclusion of the  dry HNO3 reac-
tion 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 

The HNO3 forming channel of the HO2 + NO reaction has the potential to alter UTLS chemistry 
significantly. Adding the dry HO2 + NO →  HNO3 reaction to our model resulted in a general in-
crease of HNO3, a decrease of NOx and related effects on ozone. The spatial pattern of variations 
confirms the results of Cariolle et al. (2008). However, it is not clear if the parameterisation used for 
the reaction rate is valid above 15 km. Measurements under stratospheric conditions are needed. At 
any rate, it is important to confirm the data set presented by Butkovskaya et al. (2005, 2007) by in-
dependent laboratory studies. A better noise reduction strategy and refined tropospheric chemistry 
in the model might be useful to study the impact of this reaction in more detail.  
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ABSTRACT: Emission of aviation carbon dioxide (CO2) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) affects atmos-
pheric composition through a complicated system of chemical reactions associated with ozone (O3) 
and its precursors. The Model for Ozone and Related Chemical Tracers MOZART (version 2) is a 
three-dimensional global chemical transport model which considers 63 species as involved in some 
170 reactions, with a scheme for ozone, nitrogen oxides and hydrocarbons – and hence is well-
suited for quantifying the impact of aviation emissions upon atmospheric chemistry. In this prelimi-
nary study, a multi-year MOZART simulation is presented to analyse the behaviour of the aviation 
emission impact on important chemical fields such as O3, hydroxide (OH), methane (CH4), carbon 
monoxide (CO) and NOx over a period of 10 years in such a chemical transport model, using 
QUANTIFY A1 emissions for 2000. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Ozone Precursor Chemistry Pertinent to Aviation 

Anything entering the global atmospheric system affects it in some way or another, however benign 
it may seem. In terms of chemical or aerosol emission, such as resulting from aircraft activity in the 
upper troposphere or lower stratosphere, it is obvious that adding species to a naturally clean region 
of the atmosphere will result in notable changes. These effects are predominantly expected to occur 
in the region of the emission perturbation – however due to atmospheric dynamics and circulation, 
may eventually affect large portions of the global atmosphere. In the specific case of aviation, the 
ozone family of species is most affected. It is thus important to quantify the effect that emission of 
aviation emissions on the atmosphere, taking ozone precursors as indicators of the perturbation. 

From a first order, the largest deviations are expected in the regions in which aircraft activity is a 
maximum (see Section 1.3). This corresponds to the 1000 – 2000 Pa range (which converts to alti-
tudes around 10 km) as there is a maximum of aircraft activity in that altitude range. Furthermore, 
the deviations should be focussed in the Northern mid-latitudes – again, in accordance with the 
large proportion of air traffic occurring in this region – and dominant features such as the North At-
lantic flight corridor and point sources such as busy international hubs are expected to show promi-
nent deviations.  

As well, there are expected trends in the manner in which atmospheric trace species respond to 
emission of CO and NOx from aircraft. The short-term response is linked to the set of reactions:  
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whilst the long-term response is determined by the interplay between:  
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In the short-term (less than approximately 2 months), there is an increase in NOx, O3 and OH and a 
decrease in CH4. Over the long-term, the production of O3 is overcome and there is a persistent de-
struction of O3. There persists a long-term destruction of CH4 – however the long-term concentra-
tion of OH is dependent upon the balance between the O3 and CH4 destruction. 

1.2 Overview of MOZART-2 

The Model for Ozone and Related Chemical Tracers (MOZART, Horowitz, 2003) is a global 
chemical transport model which is driven by meteorological fields (generated either by a climate 
model or by measurement fields) to simulate the chemical composition of the troposphere and lower 
stratosphere (in version 2, used here) in T63LR resolution (roughly 2.8° x 2.8° x 19 levels vertically 
extending to 1000 Pa). 

The second version of MOZART, MOZART-2, considers 63 species as involved in some 170 
reactions, with a scheme for ozone, nitrogen oxides and hydrocarbons –and is solved with a 20 
minute time-step. It considers emissions such as surface emissions from fossil-fuel combustion, 
biomass burning, biogenic processes involving vegetation and soils, exchanges with oceans, aircraft 
emissions and production of NOx from lightning. It also takes into account dynamical processes 
such as advective and convective transport, boundary layer mixing as well as phenomena such as 
cloudiness and precipitation, and allows for wet and dry deposition of chemical species. 

MOZART-2 is not fully coupled – rather it is “one-way” coupled, such that atmospheric dynam-
ics affect atmospheric chemistry but that the chemistry does not affect the dynamics. This enables 
study of specific chemical processes and attribution of changes in atmospheric constituents to 
changes in particular species – and hence is a good candidate for use in sensitivity studies. 

1.3 Emissions Data 

In order to isolate the impact of aviation emissions upon the atmospheric chemical system, it is im-
portant to differentiate between natural and anthropogenic (exclusive of aircraft) emissions, and 
those deriving from aviation.  

Background emissions are taken as those provided default to MOZART-2, as detailed in Friedl 
(1997). The QUANTIFY A1 inventory (B. Owen, pers. comm.) compiled at the Centre for Air 
Transport and the Environment (CATE) has been used to detail the emissions from aviation into the 
atmospheric system. The CATE QUANTIFY A1 inventory considers the 2000 base-case (using 
IEA 2000 fuel- use statistics), as well as a range of future scenarios. It catalogues the distance 
flown, total fuel used, and mass of CO2, NOx, and black carbon emitted per year in gridboxes of 1° 
x 1° x 610 m (as flight levels). MOZART-2 requires NOx and CO as input for aviation emissions – 
and as CO emissions are not catalogued in the QUANTIFY dataset, an emission index of 0.3 is used 
to scale the fuel emissions to estimate the emitted CO (B. Owen, pers. comm.). Figure 1 shows the 
average vertically-integrated global distribution of aviation emissions as well as the average lati-
tude-altitude distribution of aviation emissions for CO and NOx. 
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Figure 1. Aircraft emissions of CO (top panels) and NOx (bottom panels) for CATE QUANTIFY inventory, 
averaged on both a latitude/altitude (left panels) and latitude/longitude (right panels) grid. 

1.4 Simulation Approach 

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF, 2005) products for 2003 have 
been used for the dynamical and meteorological fields for all simulations, regardless of simulation 
year, so that the evolution of changes in chemistry due to changing aircraft emissions cannot be at-
tributed to differences in synoptics specific to a particular year. 

Difference between simulations with and without aviation emissions is used to isolate the impact 
of aviation emissions for ‘present-day’ conditions (2000). Thus, having run MOZART-2 with and 
without aircraft emissions (labelled ‘a’ for ‘with aircraft’ and ‘na’ for ‘with no aircraft’, the effect 
upon global chemistry and composition is studied, using the relative difference between the volume 
mixing ratios (vmr) of each chemical species studied (O3, OH, nitrogen dioxide NO2, CO and CH4) 
for the simulations run with about without aircraft emissions is defined as  
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where vmrrd is the relative difference in vmr of the ‘no-aircraft’ (vmrna) and ‘aircraft’ (vmra) cases, 
for longitude x, latitude y and altitude/pressure/level z. Whilst MOZART-2 outputs on hybrid-sigma 
pressure levels, all results here are presented on pressure levels, as they are more intuitively associ-
able with altitudes – and because the aircraft emissions are given on altitude grids. 

However, CH4 is long-lived, taking upwards to 80 years to reach equilibrium in the atmosphere – 
a timeframe which is prohibitively out of range from a computational perspective. Hence, the CH4 
output by MOZART-2 after a typical single/several year run is not near to being in steady-state – 
which is why the unprocessed impact on CH4 will be much less than expected. According to 
Fuglestvedt (1998), for a perturbed state from a simulation which is in chemical equilibrium, the 
perturbed steady-state concentration of CH4, [CH4]ss, can be estimated using the concentration of 
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CH4 from the equilibrated simulation, [CH4]ref, and the lifetimes τ for the perturbed and equili-
brated simulations:  
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This correction is applied to CH4 fields output by MOZART-2 to extrapolate to the steady-state im-
pact from the aviation perturbation. 
In the current study, MOZART-2 is “spun-up” for a period of one year, and consequently run for a 
period of 10 years. 

2 RESULTS 

Timelines of the overall global burden as well as of the aircraft impact of each O3 precursor are 
shown in Figure 2. The O3 impact of aviation is dying away, as expected in the short-term, whilst 
the impact on all precursors appears to still be evolving and increasing – undoubtedly due to the 
longer CH4 response.  

Figure 2. Global total burden (left panels) and burden attributable to aviation impact (right panels) as a func-
tion of simulated time. 

Figure 3 shows the time evolution of the annual averages on a latitude/pressure grid of the avia-
tion impact in terms of the relative difference from the base ‘no-aircraft’ state, for each species. In 
general, the changes in concentration due to inclusion of aviation emissions simulated by 
MOZART-2 agree with those expected from previous studies – quantifying values are tabulated in 
Table 1. 
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Figure 3. Relative differences in concentrations for O3 precursor species (O3 top, OH second, NO2, third, CO 
fourth, and CH4 bottom panels) due to the perturbation caused by aviation emissions. 

Table 1. Volume mixing ratios for O3 precursors as well as relative aviation impact, as expected from literature and 
outputted by MOZART-2. (eg. Brasseur et al., 1996; Kinnison et al., 2007; MIPAS, 2009)  

Species Absolute Volume Mixing Ratio 
Without Aviation 
                                                        
Expected                MOZART 

Aviation Impact, Change [%]           
Maximum / Mean                    
                                                   
Expected                   MOZART 

O3 0 – 8 ppm 0 – 15 ppm 4%   / 1% 4%   / 0.8% 
OH 0.3 – 1.5 ppt 0 – 13 ppt 20% / 5% 17% / 0% 
NO2 0 – 10 ppb 0 – 8 ppb 30% / 10% 65% / 0% 
CO 30 – 200 ppb 14 – 202 ppb ?      /  ? -3%  / -1% 
CH4 (steady-state) 0 – 3 ppm 0.3 – 1.6 ppm ?      / -1% -2%  / -2% 
As the CH4 calculated by MOZART-2 is far from the final steady-state value, because the system is 
not in equilibrium for CH4, Fuglestvedt’s approximation has been applied for each year – and the 
steady-state concentration of CH4 estimated, with and without aircraft, as well as the change in CH4 
due to aviation emissions in absolute volume-mixing-ratio and in relative difference, as shown in 
Figure 4.The steady-state CH4 response appears to marginally grow in time. 
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Figure 4. Estimates of steady-state concentration of CH4 perturbation using Fuglesvedt (1998). 

3 CONCLUSIONS 

A long-term decade-long simulation of the impact of aviation emissions tabulated for 2000 on the 
chemistry of O3 and its precursors has been carried out using the three-dimensional chemical trans-
port model MOZART-2. As most O3 precursors are short-lived, the difference between simulations 
with and without emissions seems sufficient to estimate the impact of aviation emissions; however 
CH4, a long-lived species, must have a correction applied in order to quantify the steady-state im-
pact. The relative changes in concentration predicted by MOZART-2 agree well with those deter-
mined by previous studies. 
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ABSTRACT: In the EU Integrated project QUANTIFY, atmospheric chemistry models (ACMs) are 
one of the major tools to improve the understanding of key processes relevant for the effects of dif-
ferent transportation modes, and their representation in global models. The performance of the 
ACMs has been tested through comparisons with the ETH model evaluation global database for the 
upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. Data from measurement campaigns, ozone soundings, 
and surface data have been processed to support an easy and direct comparison with model output. 
Since model evaluation focuses on the year 2003, observational data to compare model data with 
are the SPURT campaign and the commercial aircraft program MOZAIC. The model evaluation in-
dicates a particular problem in the simulation of carbon monoxide. If QUANTIFY emissions inven-
tories are used, models significantly underestimate its tropospheric abundance at northern hemi-
spheric middle latitudes and subtropical latitudes. Potential causes will be discussed. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Global atmospheric chemistry models (ACMs), i.e. chemistry transport models (CTMs) and chem-
istry-climate models (CCMs) have become standard tools to study tropospheric and stratospheric 
photochemistry and the impact of different emission sources onto the atmospheric composition in-
cluding scenarios for future emission changes. Studies based on such models were a central element 
in scientific assessments of the impact of present and future air traffic emissions (Brasseur et al., 
1998; Penner et al., 1999; NASA, 1999). In the EU FP6 Integrated Project (IP) QUANTIFY (Quan-
tifying the Climate Effect of Global and European Transport Systems) ACMs are used to improve 
the understanding of the relative effects of different transportation modes on the atmospheric com-
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position, and their representation in global models. For instance, the impact of present-day traffic 
emissions on atmospheric ozone and the hydroxyl radical (OH) was evaluated by Hoor et al. (2009). 
To estimate the reliability of the models and hence of the studies investigating the impact of traffic 
emissions, it is highly relevant to evaluate how well the models reproduce available observations. 
A first comprehensive model evaluation of ACMs operated by different groups in Europe was car-
ried out by Brunner et al. (2003; 2005) in the framework of the EU project TRADEOFF. Brunner et 
al. (2003; 2005) compared model results with trace gas observations from several aircraft cam-
paigns for the period 1995-1998. The present study uses updated versions of the models applied in 
Brunner et al. (2003; 2005). This paper focuses on the simulation of carbon monoxide (CO), one of 
the major atmospheric pollutants in densely populated areas, chiefly from exhaust of combustion 
engines by traffic, but also by incomplete burning of other fuels in industry. In the free troposphere, 
it has an indirect radiative forcing effect by elevating concentrations of tropospheric ozone through 
CO oxidation. Model results are compared to data from the commercial aircraft program MOZAIC 
(Marenco et al., 1998), as well as to aircraft campaign data. The next section summarises the main 
model characteristics, the boundary conditions used, and the methodology. Results of the model 
evaluation are shown in Section 3. Conclusions are presented in Section 4. 

2 MODELS, DATA, AND METHODOLOGY 

Within QUANTIFY model evaluation results from six models were compared with observational 
data. Four models are CTMs using prescribed operational ECMWF data to simulate meteorological 
conditions (TM4, p-TOMCAT, OsloCTM2, and MOCAGE) and two are CCMs (LMDzINCA and 
ECHAM5/MESSy), which were nudged toward operational ECWMF fields. 

An overview of the main model characteristics is given in Hoor et al., 2009 (their Table 4), and 
in Table 1 for MOCAGE and ECHAM5/MESSy. The model setups are described in detail in Hoor 
et al. (2009) for TM4, p-TOMCAT, OsloCTM2, and LMDzINCA, in Teyssèdre et al. (2007) for 
MOCAGE, and in Jöckel et al. (2006) for ECHAM5/MESSy. 

To force the models toward a realistic atmospheric state, emissions from different source catego-
ries were considered in the QUANTIFY numerical simulations. These are described in detail in 
Hoor et al. (2009). Emissions for the three transport sectors road, shipping, and air traffic were con-
sidered. The road traffic emissions inventory was developed within the QUANTIFY project. Except 
for a sensitivity simulation by OsloCTM2 (which used emissions from the POET project), the emis-
sions used in this study are based on a draft version (Borken and Steller, 2006) (QUANTIFY pre-
liminary, see Table 2 for CO emissions). An overview of CO emissions considered in the 
QUANTIFY 

Table 1: Main characteristics of ECHAM5/MESSY and MOCAGE. 

Model MOCAGE ECHAM5/MESSy 
Operated CNRM MPICHEM 
Model type CTM CCM (nudged) 
Meteorology ECMWF OD ECMWF OD 
Hor. resolution T21 T42 
Levels 60 90 
Model top (hPa) 0.07 0.01 
Transport scheme Williamson & Rasch Lin & Rood 
Convection Bechtold et al. (2001) Tiedke-Nordeng 
Lightning Climatology Price and Rind + Grewe 
Transp. species 65 82 
Total species 82 108 
Gas phase reactions 186 + 47 178 + 57 
Het. reactions 9 10 (PSC) + 26 (wet-phase) 
Stratosph. chemistry yes yes 
NMHC chemistry yes yes 
Lightning NOx (TgN/yr) 5 5 
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Table 2. CO emissions used in the QUANTIFY model simulations and comparison with TRADEOFF emissions (Brun-
ner et al., 2003) (in Tg CO/yr). (*) Compare number in Hoor et al. (2009), their Table 1. 

Species Emission source TRADEOFF QUANTIFY 
preliminary 

QUANTIFY fi-
nal 

OSLO POET 

CO      
 Road traffic  73 110 196 
 Ships  1.3 1.3 0.1 
 Air traffic  1.1 1.1  
 Other anthropogenic  108 108 114 
 Domestic burning (DB)  237 237 237 
 Biomass burning (BB) 700 508 508 309 
 Total anthr. fossil fuel 

(anthr.+road+ships+air) 
 183 220 310 

 Total anthr. fossil fuel + DB 650 420 457 547 
 Vegetation + soil 200 65* 65* 178 
 Total 1550 993 1030 1034 

 
simulations is given in Table 2. 

Model output was generated and analysed with respect to trace gas observational data using 
point-by-point output, i.e. at each simulation time step, the instantaneous tracer fields were linearly 
interpolated to the positions of coinciding observations (Brunner et al., 2003; 2005). This method 
allows for a very close comparison with observations and fully accounts for the specific meteoro-
logical conditions of the measurements. By each modelling group the years 2002 and 2003 were 
simulated. 2002 was taken as spin-up, the year 2003 provided the base year for comparison with ob-
servations and sensitivity simulations (Hoor et al., 2009). 

Model results were compared to data from the commercial aircraft program MOZAIC (Marenco 
et al., 1998), as well as to data from the SPURT (German: SPURenstofftransport in der Tro-
popausenregion) campaign (Engel et al., 2006). From MOZAIC, the one-minute averages of the CO 
measurements were evaluated. The 2003 SPURT campaigns took place in February, April, and July 
2003 over Europe (Engel et al., 2006; their Fig. 4). Besides CO, ERA40 potential vorticity (PV) in-
terpolated onto SPURT coordinates was used to distinguish between tropospheric and stratospheric 
air. The SPURT data were time averaged to yield one minute averages. 

3 EVALUATION OF MODEL PERFORMANCE 

Average model biases (meanmodel-meanobs)/meanobs*100% and root-mean-square (RMS) differences 
E of point-to-point model results and measurements are shown in Table 3 for the February 2003 
SPURT campaign for the lowermost stratosphere (LMS, PV > 2 PVU) and the upper troposphere 
(UT, p < 500 hPa and PV < 2 PVU). Additional information on model performance can be summa-
rised in a Taylor diagram (Taylor, 2001; Brunner et al., 2003): the correlation coefficient R, the cen-
tred pattern RMS difference E´ between a test vector f (model) and a reference vector r (observa-
tions), and the ratio of the standard deviations (f /r) of the two vectors are all indicated by a single 
point in a two-dimensional plot. For example, in Fig. 1a, the test point by MOCAGE (MO) refers to 
a correlation coefficient R=0.87, a normalised standard deviation f/r=0.95 (smaller modelled than 
observed ), relatively large centred RMS difference (distance between reference and test point, 
only qualitative statement possible), and a skill score of > 0.9 (parabolic line of constant skill). For 
more details on the underlying algebra and relationships between statistical quantities see Taylor 
(2001) and Brunner et al. (2003) for the used definition of the skill score.  

Upper tropospheric CO is underestimated by most models in all campaign months (≈-5% to -
50%) except for OsloCTM2 (POET), for which a positive deviation of 10% to ≈35% is found. At 
higher altitudes in the LMS, negative biases are either significantly reduced or they turn to positive 
deviations. OsloCTM2, which exhibits positive biases in the UT, shows increased positive devia- 
tions from observations in the LMS. It could be suspected that the relatively low CO emissions 
from road traffic used in the QUANTIFY preliminary simulations (Table 2) might be responsible 
for the negative bias of most models. However, the negative deviations are not reduced or  
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Table 3: Mean model biases of CO (in %) for the 2003 SPURT campaigns for the lowermost stratosphere (PV > 
2 PVU) (upper part) and the middle to upper troposphere (p < 500 hPa and PV < 2 PVU). Grey shading indicates nega-
tive deviation of a model mean from the respective observational value. 

Model/Variable February April July 
Lowermost stratosphere (LMS) 

OsloCTM2 (POET) 83±47 61±51 30±52 
OsloCTM2 24±29 18±37 3±39 

TM4 -13±21 -7±22 -22±27 
p-TOMCAT -27±19 -30±25 -44±23 
MOCAGE -13±26 32±58 -17±24 

LMDzINCA 27±39 19±43 -3±38 
ECHAM5/MESSy -1±20 -4±25 -25±25 

Upper troposphere (UT) 
OsloCTM2 (POET) 35±55 37±59 10±54 

OsloCTM2 -7±37 0±43 -11±41 
TM4 -29±20 -17±30 -34±28 

p-TOMCAT -40±14 -43±23 -52±22 
MOCAGE -26±13 28±61 -19±30 

LMDzINCA -12±37 -5±50 -22±34 
ECHAM5/MESSy -18±27 -10±29 -33±28 

 
eliminated when using QUANTIFY final road emissions, which are ≈50% higher than the prelimi-
nary emissions (Fig. 1b, compare OsloCTM2 simulations PRELIM and FINAL). Hence, the differ-
ent performance of OsloCTM2 using POET emissions (Table 3, Fig. 1b) can probably not be (fully) 
explained by the higher road traffic CO emissions. Possibly, emissions of non-methane volatile or-
ganic compounds (NMVOCs), which are an additional non-negligible source of CO (IPCC, 2001), 
may play a role: in the POET emissions inventory these are known to be significantly higher over 
polluted regions than in other inventories. The altitude dependency of biases is largely reflected by 
MOZAIC profiles: as presented for Frankfurt, Germany, relative differences show a positive slope 
with altitude (Fig. 1b). This effect might be connected to an insufficient vertical resolution of the 
models to resolve the vertical CO gradient across the tropopause. 

Using MOZAIC cruise level data, which are mostly representative of the LMS, similar biases as 
over Europe were identified on the hemispheric scale in all seasons (Fig. 1a for DJF, other seasons 
not shown). Note that the geographical bias patterns are not homogeneous for most models, 

a)  b) 
Figure 1: Mean model biases for 2003 MOZAIC data (model-MOZAIC) (in %). a) Horizontal distribution 
from cruise level data at 300 hPa – 170 hPa, DJF 2003, biases only plotted if at least 20 measurements avail-
able in 5°x5° grid boxes; b) vertical profiles for Frankfurt, Germany, for DJF (black solid line), MAM (dark 
grey dotted line), JJA (grey dashed line), and SON (light grey dash-dotted line). 
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a)  b)  c) 

Figure 2: Taylor diagrams of the comparison between observed and modelled CO for the SPURT campaigns 
2003. a) February, b) April, and c) July 2003. Letters denote models: OP (OsloCTM2 with POET emissions), 
OF (OsloCTM2 with preliminary QUANTIFY emissions), TM (TM4), PT (p-TOMCAT), ME 
(ECHAM5/MESSy), MO (MOCAGE), and LM (LMDzINCA). 

but show maximum negative deviation over Europe and smaller negative or even positive biases 
over Eastern USA and Siberia. This is due to regional features in the observed distribution, namely 
a CO maximum over Europe and relatively low mixing ratios over northern America and East Sibe-
ria (not shown), which are not fully captured by the models. 

CO has a sufficiently large photochemical lifetime of 1-3 months in the troposphere (IPCC, 
2001) to be transported on the hemispheric scale (e.g., Stohl et al., 2002). Thus, not surprisingly, the 
Taylor diagrams reveal high correlation coefficients in winter and spring 2003 (0.8 ≤ R ≤ 0.9) (Fig. 
2a and b). In July, only somewhat smaller correlations (0.5 < R ≤ 0.8) are probably due to the fact 
that models cannot reproduce small-scale convective events that were encountered during the flights 
(Hegglin, 2004). However, most models underestimate observed data variability (f/r < 1), proba-
bly also related to inability to reproduce small- or regional-scale features in the observations.  

4 CONCLUSIONS 

Carbon monoxide is a compound with a rather long lifetime in the troposphere. It is emitted by sev-
eral emission sources, formed by VOC oxidation and transformed to carbon dioxide by oxidation 
with OH radicals. Furthermore, vertical and horizontal mixing affects its concentrations. We regard 
the following processes as most critical to explain the partial disagreement between numerical 
simulations performed within QUANTIFY and available measurements: 
- Tropospheric CO concentrations depend on the applied emissions inventories. While model bi-

ases are not affected by either the use of preliminary or final QUANTIFY traffic emissions, the 
agreement between measurements and model results is improved when using the set of POET 
CO emissions compared to when using QUANTIFY preliminary or final emissions. However, it 
remains an open question what the cause(s) for the better model performance of the simulation 
with POET emission is (are). Additionally, the biomass burning emissions inventory used, 
which is representative for the year 2000 (specifications see Hoor et al., 2009) may not reflect 
atmospheric conditions in 2003, as it is known that 2002/2003 biomass burning emissions were 
anomalously high in the extratropical northern hemisphere (e.g., Yurganov et al., 2005). 

- CO can be formed from VOC oxidation. This source is expected to be different from model to 
model adding additional uncertainty in the comparison between simulations and measurements. 

- The sharp vertical gradient in CO concentration across the tropopause is an additional challenge 
for global simulations. The results indicate that current model resolution may be insufficient to 
resolve this gradient. 

In a further study the information from ozone and nitrogen concentrations will be used to shed more 
light in the reliability of the numerical simulations performed within QUANTIFY. 
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